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Abstract

Deep learning is a recently-developed field belonging to Artificial Intelligence. It tries to
mimic the human brain, which is capable of processing the complex input data, learn-
ing different knowledges intellectually and fast, and solving different kinds of complicated
tasks well. Switching these features of human brain to a learning model, we wish the
model can deal with the high-dimensional data, support a fast and intellectual learning
algorithm and perform well in the complicated AI tasks like computer vision or speech
recognition. Deep architecture is believed to be such kind of model, with good learning
algorithms for the deep learning and an excellent performance in solving AI tasks. This
survey reviews a history of deep learning, summarizing the components of Convolutional
Neural Networks(CNNs) and Deep Belief Networks(DBNs) together with their learning
algorithms and their performances in different applications.

1 Introduction

The goal of AI is to invent a machine which can sense, remember, learn, and recognize like
a real human being. Perceptron is the first machine which can sense and learn but has a
fundamentally limited learning abilities. The later neural network with multiple hidden
layers can learn more complicated functions but it lacks a good learning algorithm. The
appearance of SVM enlightens people within a short time since it facilitates the learning
procedures and performs well in many practical problems, but SVM also encounters its
bottlenecks due to its shallow architectures.

Deep learning is a learning method with the deep architecture and the good learning algo-
rithms, which can perform the intellectual learning like learning the features. This ability,
together with the efficient learning algorithms that can ensure this ability, point out a new
direction toward AI.This survey reviews the work related to the deep learning in the recent
50 years, with respect to the architectures, learning algorithms and its possible applications.
Section 2 provides a brief history about the shallow architectures and deep architectures,
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introducing the two typical architectures, Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs) and Deep
Belief Networks(DBNs), and answers the questions that “how does deep architecture relate
to the AI area” and “what are the criterions of judging a certain kind of architecture”.
Section 3 introduces the learning algorithms for the deep architectures, focusing on the
DBNs model by Hinton [1]. Section 4 lists some of the typical applications using deep
learning. In section 5, we discuss about the possible future of deep learning and in section
6 we provide the overall conclusions of this survey.

2 Deep architectures

In contrast to the shallow architectures like kernel machines which only contain a fixed
feature layer(or base function) and a weight-combination layer(usually linear), deep archi-
tectures refers to the multi-layer network where each two adjacent layers are connected to
each other in some way. To be more formal, as defined by Bengio and Lecun in [2],

“deep architectures are compositions of many layers of adaptive non-linear components, in
other words, they are cascades of parameterized non-linear modules that contain trainable
parameters at all levels”.

According to the definition, people might intuitively tell that the greatest difference be-
tween the shallow architectures and the deep architectures are the number of layers. Then,
people might ask several related questions as the followings:

1): How does deep architecture relate to the two core problems in Artificial Intelligence,representation
and learning problems?
2): How do we compare the deep architecture with the shallow architecture? Or equiva-
lently, what are the criterions of judging a certain kind of architecture?

In this section, 3.1 will answer the first question by providing a brief history about the
developments of deep and shallow architectures. 3.2 summarizes what Bengi ’s group [2, 3]
proposed to judge an architecture, and summarizes their work which compared the deep
architectures with the shallow architectures through applying them respectively to the
NORB and MNIST database of the image recognition problem. The last section intro-
duces some different deep architecture members, focusing on the two typical architectures,
Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs) and Deep Belief Networks(DBNs).

2.1 Why do we need the deep architectures?

There’s an interesting history about people’s changes in their attitudes toward the deep
architectures and the shallow architectures.
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2.1.1 Perceptrons

In around 1960, the first generation of neural network was born(by Frank Rosenblatt).
At that time, it was named Perceptron with one hand-crafted feature layer, trying to
implement object recognition by learning a weight vectors combining all the features in
some way. In brief, this early Perceptron only consists of an input layer, an output layer
and a fixed hand-crafted feature in the middle. It’s capability of classifying some basic
shapes like triangles and squares let people see the potential that a real intelligent machine
which can sense, learn, remember and recognize like human-beings can be invented with
this trend, but its fundamental limitations soon broke people’s dreams. One of the apparent
reasons is that the feature layer of this Perceptron is fixed and crafted by human beings,
which is absolutely against the definition of a real “intelligent” machine. Another reason
is its single-layer structure limits the functions it can learn, e.g, an exclusive-or function is
out of its learning ability, which was showed in a critical book written in 1969 by Marvin
Minsky and Seymour Papert.

2.1.2 Neural networks with hidden layers

In around 1985, based on the Perceptrons, Geoffrey Hinton replaced the original single
fixed feature layer with several hidden layers, creating the 2nd-generation neural network.
This neural network can learn the more complicated functions compared with the first Per-
ceptions, via a famous learning algorithm called Back-propagation which back-propagates
the error signal computed at the output layer to get derivatives for learning, in order to
update the weight vectors until convergence is reached. Although the learning scope of
this neural networks with the hidden layers is extended due to the multi-layer structures,
it still has four main disadvantages as the followings:

1):Lacks the ability to train the unlabeled data while in practice most data is unlabeled;
2):The correcting signal will be weakened when it passes back via multiple layers;
3):Learning is too slow across multiple hidden layers;
4):It can get stuck in poor local optima.

When people were trying to make improvements to Hinton’s neural networks with respect
to those advantages, like increasing the training data set and estimating the initial weight
values, another group of people made improvements on the original Perceptrons, creating
a new family called Support Vector Machines(SVM). The kernel machines attracted most
researchers’ attentions, which slowed down the developments of the neural network.
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2.1.3 Support Vector Machines(SVM)

SVM was first raised by Vladimir N. Vapnik and his co-workers in 1995, which adopts the
core of statistical learning theory, turning the hand-crafted feature layer in the original
Perceptrons into a feature layer following a fixed recipe.This recipe is called the kernel
function(usually denoted as K(x, xi) or Φ(x)), whose job is to map the input data into
another high-dimensional space. Then, a clever optimization technique will be adopted to
learn the weights combining the feature and the data, corresponding to the output.

SVM makes learning fast and easy, due to its simple structures. For some certain kind
of data with simple structures, e.g, with a small number of features or the data which
doesn’t contain hierarchical structures, SVM works well in many different AI problems,
like the pattern recognitions. However, for the data which itself contains complicated
features, SVM tends to perform worse because of its simple structure. Even if the kernel
function converts the input data into a more complicated high-dimensional feature space,
this procedure is still “fixed” because the kernel functions have already determined the
mapping method, the information contained in the data structure is not fully used.

One way to solve this problem is to add a prior knowledge to the SVM model in order to
obtain a better feature layer [4]. This approach involves human intervention and is highly
dependent on the prior knowledge we add, which takes us away from the road to a real
intelligent machine. There’re three reasons:

1): The prior knowledge is told to the model but not learnt by the model;
2): It’s hard to find a general set of prior knowledge which can be applied to even the same
kind problem, e.g, the model for hand-written digit recognition and the model for chemical
molecule structure recognition need the different prior knowledges;
3): We cannot guarantee that the prior knowledge added to the model is correct, which
might mislead the learning procedures and result in a poor model.

Although SVM uses the kernel functions instead of the hand-crafted features, although it
uses a cleverer optimization technique instead of Back-propogation which can deal with the
unlabeled data, SVM is still a kind of Perceptron where the features are directly obtained
but not learnt from the data itself. That is to say, despite the fact that SVM can
work really well in solving many AI problems, it is not a good trend to AI due
to its fatal deficiency, shallow architecture.

Therefore, in order to move toward AI, we need an architecture which is capable of learn-
ing the features from the data given to it, as well as dealing with the unlabeled data.
An efficient and general learning algorithm must be able to apply to this architecture.
Additionally, this architecture should be able to be used for solving different kinds of AI
problems. With the purpose of finding an architecture that meets the requirements above,
some researchers started to look back to the multi-layer neural network, trying to exploit
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its advantages related to “deep” and overcome the limitations listed in section 2.1.2.

Two typical successful architectures are Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs) and Deep
Belief Networks(DBNs). For each of them, this survey provides with a short introduction
section(2.3.1 and 2.3.2). But before we get into the details about these two architectures,
let’s discuss about the criterions of judging an architecture to see if it is a good model for
AI.

2.2 Comparing the deep architectures with the shallow architectures

2.2.1 Criterions

Bengio and Lecun [2, 3] proposed to evaluate an architecture’s ability related to AI to see
if the architecture has the following features:

“
• A highly flexible way to specify prior knowledge, hence a learning algorithm that can
function with a large repertoire of architectures.

• A learning algorithm that can deal with deep architectures, in which a decision in-
volves the manipulation of many intermediate concepts, and multiple levels of non-linear
steps.

• A learning algorithm that can handle large families of functions, parameterized with
millions of individual parameters.

• A learning algorithm that can be trained efficiently even, when the number of training
examples becomes very large. This excludes learning algorithms requiring to store and
iterate multiple times over the whole training set, or for which the amount of computations
per example increases as more examples are seen. This strongly suggest the use of on-line
learning.

• A learning algorithm that can discover concepts that can be shared easily among multiple
tasks and multiple modalities (multi-task learning), and that can take advantage of large
amounts of unlabeled data (semi-supervised learning).
”

From these features that a “good” architecture should have, we can tell that most of them
are related to the learning algorithms, which doesn’t contradict our efforts of designing a
reasonable structures or modules of the architecture since learning algorithms are related to
the architectures. To summarize, our goal is to design an architecture which

1): can learn prior knowledge from the input data;
2): have multiple layers where every two adjacent layers can be connected via non-linear
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steps;
3): have various trainable parameters;
4): can scale well;
5): can support different learning paradigms like multi-task learning, semi-supervised learn-
ing.

With these criterions, Bengio and Lecun’s work made these three contributions:

• prove that “shallow architectures can be very inefficient in terms of required number of
computational elements and examples”;
• analyze a limitation of kernel machines with a local kernel;
• prove that deep architectures have the potential to generalize in non-local ways.

2.2.2 Experiments

The shallow architectures they explored in their experiments were Perceptrons, SVM with
the Gaussian kernel and a neural network with only one hidden layer. The deep architec-
tures used for comparison were CNNs and DBNs. The task used to test the performance
was image recognition, dataset MNIST and NORB were both applied.

In both dataset, the Perceptrons and the one-hidden-layer neural networks learn much
slower but get the higher error-rate than the SVM, the CNNs and the DBNs.

In MNIST experiments, deep architectures yielded lower error rates than the best kernel
methods, as well as run faster to train a large data set.
In NORB experiments, the CNNs reached the same error rate as the SVM with 8 times
less training time,but further training halved the error rates.

From the experiments, we can conclude that the performance of the deep architecture are
better than the shallow architecture in terms of all the criterions, which illuminates the road
of deep learning to AI to some degree. Therefore, at least so far, deep architectures and deep
learning can drive us to our final goal, implementing the real AI, implementing an intelligent
machine which can sense, remembers, learn and recognize like human beings.

2.3 Different deep architectures

There’re several deep architectures, but CNNs and DBNs are the two milestones in the
field of deep learning. Before 2006, researchers tried different ways to train the multi-layer
neural networks. Almost none of them is successful even in the perspective of efficiency
and accuracy, except for the CNNs [5] that only uses local connections and shared weights.
In 2006, Hinton raised a novel architecture called the Deep Belief Networks(DBNs) [1]
which is a hybrid model consisting of an undirected graph model(associative memory) and
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a directed graph model(multiple layers of Restricted Boltzmann Machine). The appearance
of DBNs promotes several different learning algorithms which will be discussed in section
3. In the remaining part of this section, we will introduce the structures of CNNs and
DBNs, and then give a short discussion about the other deep architectures that are used
in practice nowadays.

2.3.1 Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs)

CNNs belongs to the feedforward network, but it combines three architectural ideas to
ensure some degree of shift and distortion invariance: local receptive field, shared weights,
and sometimes spatial or temporal subsampling. The local receptive field is a small portion
of the data, it has another name called the shift window ; the shared weights makes all the
feature maps at the same level be formed by the same parametrization; spatial and temporal
subsampling (usually the spatial subsuming) can shrink the feature maps by dimensions in
the previous level, forming a new set of feature maps to which the convolution process can
apply again.

Figure 1 shows the sparse connectivity of CNNs. Figure 2 shows the shared weights between
the two adjacent layers. If the red, purple and green arrows indicate a set of filters, we can
tell that each feature map in layer m is governed by the same filter set.

Figure 1: Sparse connectivity of CNNs (http://deeplearning.net/tutorial/lenet.html)

Figure 2: Shared weights of CNNs (http://deeplearning.net/tutorial/lenet.html)

The CNNs is comprised of a sequence of convolution process and subsampling process. As
figure 3 shows, the convolution process convolves an input with a trainable filter fx and
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adds a trainable bias bx to produce the convolution layer Cx, and the subsampling process
sums a neighborhood(four pixels), weights by scalar wx+1, adds the trainable bias bx+1,
and passes through a sigmoid function to produce a smaller feature map Sx+1. Then, Cx
is treated as the input data, converted to a set of smaller-dimension feature maps Sx+1 via
the subsampling process

Figure 3: The convolution process and subsampling process [6]. The input is converted into
a convolution layer Cx via the convolution process. Then, Cx is treated as the input data,
converted to a set of smaller-dimension feature maps Sx+1 via the subsampling process

Figure 4 shows an entire procedure of using CNNs to compute a output. We can see that
after each layer, the dimensions of the feature maps are decreased, which makes CNNs a
useful model to “reduce the number of parameters that must be learned and thus improves
upon general feed-forward back-propogation training” [6].

Figure 4: A complete procedure of CNNs [6]. The input passes through a sequence of
covolution process and subsampling process. “NN” is the final output of the last stage of
convolution process
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2.3.2 Deep Belief Networks(DBNs)

DBNs is a hybrid model consisting of two parts. As figure 5 shows, the top two levels
are undirected graph model which form the associative memory, the remaining layers are
directed graph model which is actually a stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machines(RBM).
Different from the CNNs, DBNs is a stochastically learning architecture whose object
function depends on the learning purpose. Generally speaking, DBNs can be trained as
a discriminative model(Inference problem, classification problem,etc...) or a generative
model(generate training data etc...).

In figure 5, the discriminative model is a “bottoms-up” procedure(red arrow), trying to
learn the Detection weights via optimizing a posterior probability P (Label|Obversion);
the generative model is a “top-down” procedure(green arrow), trying to learn the Gener-
ative weights via optimizing a joint probability P (Label, Observation). The details of the
learning strategies will be discussed in section 3.

The greatest advantage of DBNs is it capability of “learning features”, which is achieved
by a “layer-by-layer” learning strategies where the higher-level features are learned from
the previous layers and the higher-level features are believed to be more complicated and
better reflects the information contained in the input data’s structures. In the perspective
of math, we can prove that after we add another layer of features, we improve a variational
lower bound on the log probability of the training data [1, 7].

Figure 5: Illustration on the Deep Belief Networks(DBNs) [6]
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2.3.3 Others

Besides CNNs and DBNs, there’re many other variants of them. [8] is about a 3-D CNNs
where the 3rd dimension is temporal features; [9] is a tiled CNNs; [10] combines DBNs
with CNNs, forming a Convolutional Deep Belief Networks(CDBNs) where there’s an extra
layer called “pooling layer” between every two adjacent RBM layers in the original DBNs
architecture. This CDBNs aims at dealing with images having large dimensions, which is
proved to perform better than DBNs in large-dimension image data set; [11] presents a
deep RBMs architecture which is similar to the DBNs but only consisted of a undirected
graph model.

3 Learning algorithms for the deep architectures

In this section, we will discuss the learning algorithms for the deep architectures. Since
CNNs takes use of the methods which are classical in the field of signal processing, we will
focus on the DBNs learning algorithms since it is more recent and leaves more space to be
explored and improved.

3.1 Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs)

CNNs adopts the Bacak-propogation to update the weights between every two adjacent
layers. Therefore, one entire CNNs procedure(showed in figure 4) helps to calculate the
weight update. We should run this procedure several times until convergence is reached.
Other improvements like using Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) algorithms to filter the input
data or using max-poolig to subsampling are related to either the convolution process or
subsampling process. Most of them are based on the classical methods in signal process-
ing.

3.2 Deep Belief Networks(DBNs)

In [7], Hinton and his group raised five learning strategies for the multi-layer networks,
where the last strategy is used in training a DBNs which

“... was designed to allow higher-level feature detectors to communicate their needs to
lower-level ones whilst also being easy to implement in layered networks of stochastic,
binary neurons that have activation states of 1 or 0 and turn on with a probability that is
a smooth non-linear function of the total input they received...”
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The learning procedures of DBNs consists of the pre-training phase and fine-tuning phase.
We will discuss both of them respectively.

3.2.1 Pre-training

The pre-training phase is to treat the DBNs as a stack of Restricted Boltzmann Ma-
chines(RBM). That is to say, in figure 5, the top two layers(associative memory) are also
regarded as a RBM where the input layer is comprised of the hidden layer and the label
unit layer.

Learning RBM [12, 13]
As figure 5 shows, RBM is an input layer(visible layer,denoted as v) plus a hidden layer(denoted
as h) together with a weight vector(W ) that links them. Learning RBM is to learn the W
that maximize the log likelihood, which is approximately to maximize log p(v). we use a
gradient ascent method to solve this maximization problem.

According to the Energy Model, we have

E(v,h) = −
∑
i,j

vihjwij (1)

where vi is visible unit, hj is hidden unit, w is the combining weight vectors.

Then we have

−∂E(v,h)

∂wij
= vihj (2)

therefore, we have

∂log p(v)

∂wij
=< vihj >

0 − < vihj >
∞ (3)

where < ... > denotes the expectation of random variable “...”, < ... >0 is called the positive
gradient, < ... >∞ is called the negative gradient. To calculate the positive gradient and
negative gradient, we use the Gibbs-sampling method which will many times to get a weight
update. There’s a faster method which follows equation 4 where Gibbs-sampling only needs
to execute one step to get < vihj >

1.

∆wij =< vihj >
0 − < vihj >

1 (4)

Contrastive divergence [14] To avoid the difficulty in computing the log-likelihood gra-
dient, Hinton proposed a new method called Contrastive divergence, which approximately
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follows the gradient of the difference of two divergences.

CDn = KL(p0||p∞θ )−KL(pnθ ||p∞θ ) (5)

In [1], Hinton showed that the CD learning in a RBM is efficient enough to be practi-
cal.

With contrastive divergence method and Gibbs-sampling, we can learn the weight vectors
in one layer of RBM. Now, we need an algorithm to learn multi-layer RBM.

Greedy Layer-Wise Training of Deep Networks [15] This learning approach is easy.
We first start to learn one RBM(v, h1), then stack another RBM(h1,h2) where the sampled
h1 via the learned weight W1 are treated as the visible input data in the second RBM,
and use the same approach to learn the second RBM. This procedure goes on until all the
layers are learned.

To summarize, the pre-training is a greedy layer-by-layer learning procedure. When we
learn one single layer, we use a gradient ascent method to get the optimum weight vector,
where the each weight update is calculated via Contrastive divergence and Gibbs-sampling.
This pre-training is an unsupervised learning.

3.2.2 fine-tuning

After the pre-training, the weights between every adjacent layers have the values that reflect
the information contained in the data structure. In order to get a better performance, these
weights needs to be fine-tuned according to the model types.

Discriminative model If the pre-trained DBNs is used as a discriminative model, Back-
propogation is used to adjust the detection weights by supervised learning using the labeled
data. There’s nothing new about the Back-propogation, the only thing we should pay
attention to is that we should carefully set the learning rate since a too-big value will
change the pre-trained weights a lot, but a too-small value will lead to a slow tuning
procedure.

Generative model
If the pre-trained DBNs is used as a generative model, a wake-sleep algorithm [16] is used
to tune the generative weights.

wake is a bottom-up procedure, which uses the “learning RBM” approach to approximate
the joint distribution showed in equation 6

P (v, h1, h2, ...hn) = P (h1|v)P (h2|h1, v)...P (hn|hn−1, ...h1, v) (6)
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Since detection weights are learned in this procedure, we can sample all the v, h1, h2, ...hn.
Then, these sampled data is used to tune the generative weights, which is to maximize
formula 7

P (v, h1, h2, ...hn) = P (hn−1|hn)P (hn−2|hn−1, hn)...P (v|hn, ...h1) (7)

Since all units are known, it’s easy to solve this maximization problem.
Therefore, wake stage is a “bottom-up” procedure tuning the generative weights.

Tuning only once is not enough, so we also need the sleep stage which is similar to wake,
but is “top-down” and tunes the detection weights. We iteratively apply the wake and
sleep stages until the convergence is reached, which indicates the end of fine-tuning.

4 Applications

Deep learning have been applied to solve different kinds of problems. In this section, we
list some of the application examples and summarize their work.

In the field of visual document analysis [17], MNIST benchmark is used. Researchers in
Microsoft Research claimed that by two policies, they can achieve the best performance
for MNIST benchmark in image recognition problems. These two policies, 1) use elastic
distortions to expand the MNIST to have more training examples. 2) use convolutional
neural networks, are widely adopted in the image recognition later.

Karnowski and Arel [18] apply deep spatiotemporal inference network (DeTSIN) to an
image classification problem (MNIST benchmark, hand-written digit recognition). Their
DeTSIN can learn both spacial information (relationship between adjacent pixels) and
temporal information (same image at different time point). DeTSIN has good performance
on MNIST benchmark.

[19] is an interesting application about face recognition. They want to see if using un-
supervised learning on deep networks will learn some very high level feature detectors
for face recognition. They sampled tons of pictures (frames) from youtube, which only a
small portions include faces. And then they designed a special deep architecture for image
learning. After training on these unlabeled data, they test if any single neuron learned
can be used as a good detector for face. Surprisingly, the best neuron can achieve 81.7%
accuracy! After that ,they apply a logistic classifier on top of the deep net they learned
for supervised learning and find their results better than the state-of-art, which shows that
the unsupervised learning of deep net can provide good high level features to improve the
classification accuracy.
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In the field of Human Action Recognition, [20] developed a 3D convolutional neural network.
The data are vedio pictures and there are three different action: CellToEar, ObjectPut
and Pointing. This 3D CNNs is compared with 2D CNNs and another two methods. For
CellToEar and ObjectPut , 3D CNNs performs best. In pointing, 3D CNNs performed a
bit worse. However, in average, 3D CNNs perform the best.

All these applications solve the AI tasks well to some degree, compared with the traditional
learning model. Therefore, we can say that deep learning has a good performance in solving
complicated problems.

5 Discussions

From the analysis above, we know that deep learning represents a more intellectual behavior
(learning features) compared with the other traditional machine learning. Architectures
and the related learning algorithms are the two main components of deep learning. From
the analysis above, we know that deep architectures like CNNs and DBNs perform well in
many AI tasks. But is it true that only deep architectures can implement deep learning?
Is it possible to implement deep learning without the deep architectures?

A recent work from [21] by Cho and Saul who come from UCSD shows that kernel machines
can also be used for deep learning. The approach they use is to apply multiple times of
feature mapping to mimic the computation of deep learning. They apply this method to
solve the image recognition problem, which performs better than the SVM with Gaussian
kernel as well as the DBNs.

This work gives us a new direction in exploring deep learning, which also indicates the
fact that the deep architecture is proved to be a good model for the deep learning, but
not the best one. There might be many surprises waiting for us to explore in this amazing
field.

6 Conclusions

• In the process of finding a road to AI, deep architectures like neural networks and shallow
architectures like SVM respectively played the different roles in the different time periods.
SVM is attractive since there’re many easy-to-implement optimization techniques to use,
but it lacks the ability of learning features due to its shallow architecture; deep architectures
like CNNs and DBNs can learn the features and perform better than SVM in complicated
AI tasks like compute vision problem, but the learning procedures need to deal with many
parameters.
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• Deep architectures help deep learning by trading a more complicated space for better
performance, in some cases, even for less computation time.

• Deep architectures are good models for deep learning, but can’t be proved to be the best
one. There’re still many possibilities in the architectures and learning algorithms that can
carry out better performances.

Although deep learning works well in many AI tasks, it works equally poorly in some areas
as the other learning methods. Natural Language Processing(NLP) is a typical example,
deep learning cannot understand a story, as well as a general request to an expert system.
So there’s still a long way to go before we can implement the real intelligent machine.
But deep learning indeed provides a direction to implement the more intellectual learning,
therefore it can be regarded as a small step toward AI.
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